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Abstract: For constrained image-based visual servoing (IBVS) of robot manipulators, a model
predictive control (MPC) strategy tuned by reinforcement learning (RL) is proposed in this study.
First, model predictive control is used to transform the image-based visual servo task into a nonlinear
optimization problem while taking system constraints into consideration. In the design of the model
predictive controller, a depth-independent visual servo model is presented as the predictive model.
Next, a suitable model predictive control objective function weight matrix is trained and obtained by a
deep-deterministic-policy-gradient-based (DDPG) RL algorithm. Then, the proposed controller gives
the sequential joint signals, so that the robot manipulator can respond to the desired state quickly.
Finally, appropriate comparative simulation experiments are developed to illustrate the efficacy and
stability of the suggested strategy.

Keywords: robot manipulator; image-based visual servoing; model predictive control; reinforcement
learning

1. Introduction

Robot visual servo control is an advanced robotics technology widely used in agricultural [1],
industrial [2] and medical [3] scenarios. Vision sensors enable agile access to rich environmental
information, enabling robots to achieve precise and efficient operations in unstructured environments.
The categories of eye-in-hand configuration and eye-to-hand configuration for visual servoing are
based on the spatial relationship between the vision sensor and the robot. Distinguished by the
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information fed back from the vision sensor, visual servoing is classified into position-based visual
servoing [4–6], image-based visual servoing [7–11] and hybrid visual servoing [12–14]. Among
them, the research and application of IBVS are the most extensive. This study discusses the design of
an image-based visual servo controller.

In visual servo tasks, the system constraints are an influential factor that must be considered. If
any image feature is out of the field of the camera, it can be said to violate the visibility constraint.
An actuator constraint violation occurs when the robot’s maximum permissible torque is exceeded
by the controller’s input torque. All these violations of constraints can result in the failure of the
visual servo task. Therefore, meeting the system constraints is a problem that must be solved in visual
servo control. Model predictive control can naturally build system constraints into the optimization
problem to ensure constraint satisfaction by constructing optimization problems to solve controller
actions [15]. Thus, model predictive control methods are often used to execute constrained visual servo
control [16–21]. A conjugate visual predictive control strategy was presented in [16] with internal
and external constraints in uncertain environments for visual servoing. A predictive control method
that simultaneously considers system constraints and uncertainties was proposed in [17], where the
prediction model uses a depth-independent Jacobian matrix. However, it was only validated on a
planar robot manipulator. A quasi-minimum-maximum MPC method applied to visual servoing was
proposed in [18], where the depth values are fixed constants in the Jacobian matrix. A predictive
control strategy based on a nonlinear state observer was proposed in [19] to achieve attitude control
of the unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV) by using the IBVS method. A nonlinear model predictive
control technique [20] based on Gaussian processes was suggested for limiting mobile robots while
considering camera visibility limits and robot hardware constraints. An nonlinear model predictive
model (NMPC) strategy [21] was proposed to solve the six-degree-of-freedom robotic constrained
visual servo but with a heavy computational burden. It is necessary to select the weight matrix of the
objective function in the model predictive controller, which reflects the relative importances of different
system state variables to the objective function. Generally, the choice of the weight matrix is full of
subjectivity and requires many attempts. However, even after a large number of tests, the best control
quality cannot be obtained. The weight matrix tuning method of model predictive control has always
been a concern. Shridhar and Cooper proposed a multivariable model predictive control adjustment
strategy, but it is only applicable to unconstrained systems [22]. Particle swarm and genetic algorithms
have also been used to rectify the model predictive controller parameters [23–25].

The discipline of artificial intelligence greatly benefits from the interdisciplinary study of machine
learning [26, 27]. Among different approaches, RL, which has gained prominence recently, uses
learning procedures to accomplish a certain goal to explain and address the issue that arises in an
agent’s interaction with the environment [28–31]. Many existing works use RL to assist intelligent
control methods, to bring better control in various working scenarios. An adaptive PID control
method [28] was proposed for wind energy conversion system control using actor-critic learning to
adaptively adjust the controller parameters, and the robustness of the presented control strategy was
confirmed by comparative simulation. A deep RL method [29] was used to learn an effective adaptive
PID gain adjustment strategy for the control of a marine vessel. A double-Q-learning algorithm [30]
was presented to adjust a multilevel PID controller, which was used for simulation research and
experiments of a mobile robot. A maximum entropy depth RL method [31] was presented to adjust an
AUV controller, to maintain the balance between performance and robustness. The Q-learning
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algorithm was adopted to adaptively adjust the visual servo gain in [32], which significantly improved
the convergence speed and stability compared to the traditional IBVS method with a fixed servo gain.
The effectiveness of the proposed method was verified by simulations and experiments. Several works
combine model predictive control with RL to carry out research [33–35]. A model predictive control
parameter rectification method based on RL was proposed in [33], and the ideal weight matrix was
explored in a short time. The NPMC methods tuned by RL were applied to control a UAV in [34, 35].

Although reinforcement learning has been applied to visual servoing, the most commonly used
algorithm is still Q-learning. However, the performance of Q-learning in continuous action spaces
needs to be improved [36]. DDPG is a reinforcement learning algorithm based on deep neural
networks and policy gradient methods which can effectively solve the problem of continuous action
spaces by outputting a probability distribution of continuous action values instead of hard-coding
discrete actions [37]. Compared with Q-learning, DDPG uses neural networks to approximate the
value function and policy, which can converge faster and apply a loss function that combines action
value and policy gradient, thus better optimizing the policy and value function. In addition, DDPG
also uses techniques such as experience replay buffer and batch training to improve the stability of the
algorithm [38].

Inspired by the above works, this work presents a model predictive control strategy for robot
manipulator visual servoing tuned by DDPG. The main contributions of this paper are as follows:

• To improve the servo efficiency and control accuracy of constrained IBVS systems, this paper
proposes an MPC-based IBVS method tuned by DDPG. A depth-independent image interaction
matrix is established as the predictive model, and more suitable predictive control weight matrix
parameters are trained offline by the DDPG algorithm. Then, the control signal is given through
the MPC controller.
• Compared with the traditional MPC-based IBVS method, the proposed method compensates for

the disadvantages of the traditional trial-and-error method in tuning the weight matrix
parameters and provides better weight matrix parameters, thereby improving visual servo
efficiency and steady-state accuracy.
• Compared with the MPC-based IBVS method tuned by Q-learning, the proposed method obtains

higher cumulative rewards in the continuous visual servo space and reduces the settling time.

The subsequent structure of this study is as follows. In Section 2, the model of the visual servo
system is established to provide the prediction model needed by the model predictive controller. In
Section 3, the model predictive controller of IBVS tuned by RL is designed. First, the visual servo
model predictive control method is introduced, while later the RL and policy gradient algorithm is
introduced, and finally the DDPG-based model prediction control weight matrix strategy is described.
In Section 4, the DDPG learning process is introduced, and the effectiveness of the proposed method
is verified by simulations. Finally, the research conclusion of this study is summarized in Section 5.

2. System modeling

In robot manipulator visual servo tasks, visibility constraints and robot joint constraints are the
system constraint terms that must be considered. The MPC method can solve the system input-output
constraint problem, so this study is based on the MPC method to solve the constrained visual servo
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(a) eye-in-hand configuration visual servoing (b) eye-to-hand configuration visual servoing

Figure 1. Two configurations of visual servoing.

problem. The predictive model is a very important part of MPC, which can predict the future values of
the process output according to the input of the designed controller and the past status of the system.
In this study, the association between the rates of variation of image coordinates of feature points
and the joint velocity is described by building a depth-independent Jacobian matrix. Figure 1 shows
schematic diagrams of the robot manipulator visual servo eye-in-hand configuration and eye-to-hand
configuration, respectively. In the two configurations, the image coordinates of feature points can be
uniformly represented as
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where s = (u, v)T denotes the 2-D coordinates of the feature point in the image framework, and u and
v represent the pixel coordinates projected on the u- and v-axes, respectively. Zi denotes the depth
of the feature point concerning the camera framework. C ∈ ℜ3×4 denotes the unknown perspective
projection matrix, and cT
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3 are the first, second and third rows of the matrix C, respectively.
α denotes the 3-D coordinates of the feature point in the Cartesian coordinate system. P denotes the
homogeneous transformation matrix, which is up to the forward kinematics of the robot manipulator.
By differentiating both sides of the above equation simultaneously with respect to time, it can be
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The depth Zi can be linearly expressed as

Zi = c3
T P

(
α

1

)
. (2.3)

Taking the derivative of both sides of Eq (2.3), it can be obtained that

Żi = cT
3 P

(
α̇

1

)
q̇. (2.4)
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Substituting Eq (2.4) into Eq (2.2), the time-related association between the joint velocity and the
variation of the feature points can be given as
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where q denotes the joint angle of the robot manipulator, q̇ denotes the joint velocity of the robot
manipulator, and Ω denotes the image Jacobian matrix, which is independent of depth. It can be given
as
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)
(2.6)

In the formulas above, the depth-independent image Jacobian matrix Ω and the depth of feature point
Zi are nonlinear. However, they can be represented linearly with regressor matrices and unknown
parameter vectors by the following property.

Property 1. For any vector χ, the products Ωχ and Ziχ can be parameterized in a linear form as

Ωχ = A(χ, q, s)θ, (2.7)

Ziχ = B(χ, s)θ, (2.8)

where A(χ, q, s) and B(χ, s) are the regressor matrices. θ is the corresponding parameter vector
determined by the products of the camera parameters and the robot kinematic parameters.

3. MPC controller design tuned by RL

A constrained control system is usually a kind of system that has constraints on control inputs,
outputs and system states. In practical application scenarios, robot visual servo systems will be
constrained by image visibility, physical constraints of joints, etc. Therefore, a robot visual servo
system is a typical constraint control system. MPC is widely used in the control of constrained
systems. In this study, the model predictive controller samples the image coordinates of feature points
within a given sampling period and transforms the visual servo problem into a constrained
optimization problem to generate the most suitable joint torque signal and minimize the incremental
change in joint torque while minimizing the deviation of the predicted image. The purpose of visual
servo control is to make the control process as stable as possible while completing visual servo
control. The objective function in the optimization problem includes weight matrices, and an
appropriate weight matrix will effectively improve the control performance of visual servoing.
Previous weight matrices were obtained by researchers through repeated experiments, and it was
challenging to achieve the best control effect. In this study, the DDPG-based RL strategy is adopted to
modify the appropriate weight matrix of the objective function of MPC to optimize the visual servo
performance of MPC-based IBVS. The design of the visual servo model predictive control is
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Figure 2. The control scheme of the proposed DDPG-MPC IBVS algorithm.

introduced in the last section, the RL and policy gradient algorithm is introduced in Section 2, and the
reinforcement-learning-based objective function weight matrix rectification method is introduced in
Section 3. The control scheme of the presented DDPG-based MPC (DDPG-MPC) IBVS algorithm is
given in Figure 2.

3.1. Model predictive control for visual servoing

To develop the MPC-based IBVS controller, the discrete-time system model is obtained according
to Eq (2.5).

s(k + 1) = s(k) + Td
1
Zi
Ωuτ (k) (3.1)

When the control sequence obtained from the prediction model is applied to the IBVS system, the
predicted system output for the next Np time steps is
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(3.2)

where Np is predictive time domain, Nc is control time domain, and Td is the sampling period. The
following constrained optimization problem can be solved to calculate the optimal joint torque input.

Π : min
∆Uτ(k)

(se(k),∆Uτ(k)) (3.3)

subject to
se(k + i) = s̄(k + i) − s∗(k + i) (3.4)
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∆Uτ(k) =
[
∆uτ(k)T ,∆uτ(k + 1)T · · ·

∆uτ(k + Np − 2)T ,∆uτ(k + Np − 1)T
] (3.5)

∆uτ(k) = uτ(k) − uτ(k − 1) (3.6)

where s∗ denotes the desired image coordinates of feature points, s̄ denotes the predicted image
coordinates of feature points, se denotes the image deviation within the prediction period, ∆uτ(k)
denotes the changing values of the control input, and ∆Uτ(k) denotes the optimal sequence of the
changing value of the control input within the prediction period. To minimize the predicted image
coordinate deviation and the minimum control input variation, the quadratic cost function can be
described as

G (se(k),∆Uτ(k)) =
Np∑
i=1

∥s̄(k + i) − s∗(k + i)∥2Rs
+

Nc∑
i=1

∥∆uτ(k + i − 1)∥2Ru
(3.7)

where Np denotes the prediction horizon, Nc denotes the control horizon, and Nc ≤ Np normally. Rs ≥ 0
and Ru ≥ 0 denote the weight matrices of the image coordinate deviation and the sequence of changing
values of the control input, respectively. The constraints in the limited visual servoing system can be
presented by the following formulas:

smin ≤ s(k) ≤ smax (3.8)

Uτmin ≤ Uτ(k) ≤ Uτmax (3.9)

qmin ≤ q(k) ≤ qmax (3.10)

q̇min ≤ q̇(k) ≤ q̇max (3.11)

Equation (3.8) represents the visibility constraints, Eq (3.9) represents the torque constraints, Eq (3.10)
represents the joint angle constraints, and Eq (3.11) represents the joint velocity constraints.

The weight matrices Rs and Ru in the minimization function affect the control effect of the model
predictive control. The matrix Rs is used to describe the weights of the control deviations. When
the value of Rs is too large, the image coordinates of feature points will converge to the target image
coordinates during the control process. However, it ignores the control input variation, resulting in the
appearance of an input jitter, which reduces the response quality of the control process. The matrix Ru

is used to describe the weights of the change value of control inputs. When the value of the weight
matrix Ru used to describe the control input variable is too large, it will cause the control process to pay
too much attention to the slow change of the control input variables, and the control system’s response
time will lengthen such that the visual servo task cannot be completed quickly. It is time-consuming
to adjust the weight matrix of the objective function manually, and even then, the optimal control state
of the model predictive controller cannot be reached. In this work, an RL-based method is proposed to
adjust the weight matrix of the objective function, and it is introduced in the next section.

3.2. RL and policy gradient algorithm

RL has excellent ability to solve sequential problems. In addition, RL is a computational method,
and robots can achieve their goals by interacting with the environment. RL is usually considered a
Markov decision process (MDP). MDP is based on the tuple ⟨S , P, r, δ⟩ of the Markov reward process,
denoted as ⟨S , A, P, r, δ⟩ :
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• S is the collection of states for the robot.
• A is the collection of actions that the robot performs according to its current state.
• P(s′ | s, a) is the state transition function of the current state s for action A to arrive at state s′

• r(s, a) is the reward function used to evaluate the reward generated by action a under the current
state s.
• δ ∈ [0, 1] is a discount factor, representing the importance of the future return series.

The robot makes a decision of action in a state of the environment and applies the action to the
environment. The environment changes, and the reward is passed on to the robot in the next state. This
kind of interaction is iterative, and the robot’s goal is to maximize the accumulated reward expectation
over the process of multiple rounds. When the robot is in the environment st to perform action at, there
will be a reward rt+1, and the environment will be updated to st+1. When the time approaches infinity,
the accumulated reward rt can be expressed as

rt = rt+1 + δrt+2 + δ
2rt+3 + · · · =

∞∑
k=0

δkrt+k+1. (3.12)

In RL, the DDPG is a combination of the deterministic policy gradient and the deep neural network,
which can effectively solve the problem of continuous action space. In this study, DDPG is adopted to
adjust the appropriate IBVS model predictive control objective function weight matrix. The strategy
for tuning weight matrix parameters can be expressed by ω.

The learning goal is to find the strategy with the highest expected cumulative return, which can be
expressed as

ω∗(s) = arg max
ω

E

 ∞∑
t=0

δtr (st, ω (st)) | s0 = s

 (3.13)

The gradient under the highest accumulated reward is expressed as:

J(ω) = E

 ∞∑
t=0

δtr (st, ω (st))

 (3.14)

According to the deterministic strategy gradient theory, the parameterized vector η of the optimal
strategy is expressed as

∇ηJ(ω) = Est∼ρ

[
∇aQ(s, a) |a=ω(s|η) ∇ηω(s | η)

]
(3.15)

where ρ is a random probabilistic strategy, and Q (s, a) denotes the action value function.

3.3. MPC weight matrices tuned by DDPG

To optimize the visual servo control performance by tuning the MPC weight matrices based on
DDPG, the element of the MDP solved by DDPG can be expressed as follows:

• As shown by Eq (3.1), the variation in feature points is jointly influenced by Td
1
Zi
Ω and q̇. The

parameters of the weight matrices determine the output joint velocity q̇, which depends on Td
1
Zi
Ω.

There, S is defined as Td
1
Zi
Ω .

• A is defined as the MPC weight matrix (Rs,Ru), where 0I8×8 ≤ Rs ≤ 30I8×8 , 0I2×2 ≤ Ru ≤ 5I6×6.
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• r(s, a) represents the effect on the MPC-based IBVS task with action a under state s. If the
deviation between the state of the feature points and the desired state of the u- and v- axes is
within the threshold value, a positive reward will be given. If the visual servo task fails,
nonpositive reward will be given. Every control action that affects the image coordinate
deviation and deviation rate will be punished accordingly, so that the visual servo task is
successful, and the control efficiency is improved.

rt =


1
−1

−sT
e Wese − sT

ė Wėsė

f or|se(u)| < ζ, |se(v)| < ζ

visual servo task failed
else

The process of the DDPG-based MPC IBVS algorithm is shown in Algorithm 1. Four networks are
required in the DDPG algorithm: The actor network is denoted as ωQ, the critic network is denoted as
ωτ, the actor target network is denoted as ωQ′, and the critic target network is denoted as ωτ′. The robot
performs action at at state st, updates to the next state st + 1 and obtains the reward rt. The Q-value of
the critic target network Qc−t can be obtained by the following formula:

Qc−t = ri + δQ′
(
st+1, τ

′ (st+1|ω
τ′) |ωQ′

)
(3.16)

The minimal loss function of the critical network is calculated by the gradient descent algorithm

Lωτ =
1
N

N∑
i=1

Qc−t − Q (st, at|ω
τ), (3.17)

∇Lωτ =
1
N

[Qc−t − Q (st, at|ω
τ)]∇ωτQ

(
st, at|ω

Q
)

(3.18)

The actor network parameters are updated with the following formula:

∇ωQ J ≈
1
N

∑
i

∇aQ (s, a|ωτ) |a=Q(s|ωQ)∇ωQ Q(s|ωQ). (3.19)

The actor target network and the critic target network are updated by the exponential smoothing
method.

ωQ′ ← σωQ + (1 − σ)ωQ′ (3.20)

ωτ′ ← σωτ + (1 − σ)ωτ′ (3.21)

4. Experiments and discussion

To confirm the effectiveness of the proposed method, this section gives the simulation comparison
experiments of different IBVS methods acting on the same visual servo task. The differences in
performance between different control methods will be described in detail.

The simulation object of this study is a visual servo system of a 6-DOF robot manipulator [39]. The
camera is placed on the last joint of the 6-DOF robot manipulator. The focal length of the camera f0

is 0.0005 m. The scaling factors along the u- and v- axes are 269,167 pixels/m and 267,778 pixels/m,
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Algorithm 1: DDPG-based MPC IBVS Algorithm
1 Initialize soft updating rate σ and discount factor δ;
2 Initialize the parameterized actor network ωQ and parameterized critic network ωτ;
3 Initialize the parameterized actor target network ωQ′ and parameterized critic target network
ωτ′;

4 Initialize Gaussian noise κ;
5 Initialize memory pool Mp;
6 for episode = 1,2,· · · , N do
7 Perceive initialization environment s1;
8 for t = 1,2,· · · , T do
9 Select action at= (Rs,Ru)=τ (st|ω

τ) + κ;
10 The IBVS MPC produces the input torque under the weight matrix set in this step;
11 Observe the reward rt and observe the new state st + 1;
12 Store the state transition data pair (st, at, rt, st+1) into the memory pool Mp;
13 Copy M members (st, at, rt, st+1) from Mp randomly;
14 Calculate Qc−t according to Eq. (3.16);
15 Calculate the critic network according to Eq. (3.16) and (3.18);
16 Calculate the actor network according to Eq. (3.19);
17 Calculate the target networks according to Eq. (3.20) and (3.21);
18 end
19 end

respectively. The coordinates of the image feature points are fed back from the camera and passed
to the 6-DOF robot manipulator, which generates a change in pose so that the image feature points
respond from the initial position to the desired position. Simulation training and experiments were
performed using MATLAB/Simulink on a laptop computer with a 2.3 GHz Intel Core i7. In RL, the
process of an intelligence executing a certain strategy to reach the termination state from the start state
is usually referred to as an episode. In this study, the following rules need to be followed each time
during the learning process:

1) During the learning process, if the squared difference between the current coordinates of the
image feature point and the desired coordinates is lower than the set threshold, it is considered
that the visual servo task is successful, and this round of learning ends.

2) During the learning process, if the squared difference between the current coordinates of the
image feature point and the desired coordinates is higher than the set threshold, it is considered
that the visual servo task has failed, and the current round of learning is ended.

3) During the learning process, if the current coordinates of the image feature point break the image
constraint, the visual servo task is considered to have failed, and the current round of learning
ends.

In the actor and actor target network, the actor and actor target are the input quantities, and action a
is the output quantity. In the critic and critic target networks, the action pair (s, a) is the input, and the
action value function Q(s, a) is the output. The activation function gives the neural network a nonlinear
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modeling capability. In this study, the activation function is chosen as the ReLU function described by
Eq (4.1).

fr = max (0, t) (4.1)

The reward weight matrices are set as follows:

We =

[
0.5 0
0 1

]
, (4.2)

Wė =

[
0.1 0
0 0.05

]
(4.3)

A total of 1000 experiments were carried out, with 20 episodes in each round. The reward value for
each round of experiments is the average value of 20 experiments. The hyperparameters of the DDPG
algorithm are shown in Table 1.

Table 1. The hyperparameters of DDPG.

Parameter Value

Discount Factor (δ) 0.95
Network soft update parameters (σ) 0.0005
Experience replay pool size 105

Numbers of hidden layers 2
First hidden layer size 40
Second hidden layer size 30

In the simulation training and experiments, the visual servo has four image feature points. The 3-D
Cartesian coordinates of the image feature points are mapped to the two-dimensional image
framework, arranged counterclockwise from O1 → O2 → O3 → O4. We set the desired position of the
visual servo feature points in the image plane as (400, 525)T pixels, (720, 525)T pixels,
(720, 320)T pixels, (400, 320)T pixels.

Remark 1. The visibility constraint of the camera u-axis and v-axis can be expressed as
umin = 0, umax = 1292, vmin = 0, vmax = 964. If the initial coordinates of randomly generated image
feature points are outside the camera vision constraint, a set of initial image feature point coordinates
will be randomly generated again until the initial coordinates of all image feature points are within
the camera vision constraint.

The purpose of the comparative simulation experiments is to demonstrate the accuracy and
stability of the DDPG-MPC IBVS method proposed in this paper. The simulation is divided into two
parts. First, the control effect of this method is compared with the traditional model predictive control
visual servo method (MPC-IBVS) [21]. Then, the control effect of the proposed method in this study
is compared with the model predictive control IBVS method tuned by Q-learning (Q-learning-MPC
IBVS).
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4.1. Comparison with traditional IBVS methods

In this section, the control effects of the proposed DDPG-MPC IBVS method and traditional MPC-
IBVS are analyzed. In addition, to prove that the proposed method has a more stable and accurate
control effect, this section selects two groups of different weight matrices for the MPC-IBVS method,
which are called MPC-IBVS-A and MPC-IBVS-B. The weight matrix of MPC-IBVS-A is set as Rs =

2I8×8,Ru = I6×6, the predictive time domain is set as Np = 5, and the control time domain is set as
Nc = 2. The weight matrix of MPC-IBVS-B is set as Rs = 25I8×8,Ru = 5I6×6, the predictive time
domain is set as Np = 5, and the control time domain is set as Nc = 2. The sampling period of the
controller is 40 ms.

The weight matrix after training and rectification by the proposed method in the last part is

Rs =



10 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 8 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 7 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 5 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 5 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 6 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 8 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 9


,Ru =



5 0 0 0 0 0
0 3 0 0 0 0
0 0 2 0 0 0
0 0 0 3 0 0
0 0 0 0 2 0
0 0 0 0 0 4


(4.4)

The predictive time domain is set as Np = 5, and the control time domain is set as Nc = 2. To
test the stability of various control methods, the desired feature point image coordinates are set to
(400, 525)T pixels, (720, 525)T pixels, (720, 320)T pixels, (400, 320)T pixels. The first set of initial
feature point image coordinates p1 are set to (233.5, 740.7)T pixels, (240, 600)T pixels, (115.2, 612.7)T

pixels, (107.3, 760.1)T pixels, and the second set of initial feature point image coordinates p2 are set to
(917.2, 350.1)T pixels, (919, 200.3)T pixels, (801.9, 226.1)T pixels, (800.2, 374.8)T pixels. The robot
manipulator joint velocity constraint is limited to 0.5 rad/s.

First, Figure 3 gives the comparative simulation results of the DDPG-MPC IBVS, MPC-IBVS-A
and MPC-IBVS-B methods under the initial coordinates p1. From Figure 3(a)–(c), it can be observed
that under all three IBVS methods, the image feature points can successfully respond from the initial
coordinates to the desired coordinates and finally stabilize in the desired state. However, Figure 3(d)–(f)
shows that the image deviation converges at the fastest rate under the proposed method compared to the
other methods. The settling time of the DDPG-MPC IBVS method is approximately 5 s. The settling
time of MPC-IBVS-A is approximately 10 s. The settling time of MPC-IBVS-B is approximately 8 s.
The steady-state error of the proposed method is less than those of MPC-IBVS-A and MPC-IBVS-B.
The above experiments show that the proposed method has better control performance when the initial
position is p1.

Then, the results of the comparative simulation at the initial coordinates p2 are given in Figure 4.
From Figure 4(a)–(c), it can be observed that the image feature points can also respond from the initial
coordinates to the desired coordinates and stabilize in the desired state under all three MPC-based
IBVS methods. Similar to the above simulation results, the proposed method can make the image
feature points respond and stabilize at the desired coordinates as fast as possible (approximately 5 s).
Different from the above simulation results, in the initial state p2, the settling time of MPC-IBVS-A
(approximately 8 s) is longer than that of MPC-IBVS-B (approximately 10 s). This indicates that the
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Figure 3. Comparative simulation results under initial coordinates p1.
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Figure 4. Comparative simulation results under initial coordinates p2.
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different parameters of the weight matrix of the objective function set considered cannot remain stable
in giving the optimal control effect in different visual servo tasks. This is because the weight matrix
contains multiple parameters, and the selection of the optimal weight matrix parameters by humans is
also not achievable in practical applications. With the increase in accumulated rewards, the intensive
training method can gradually find the optimal weight matrix parameters, thus achieving better visual
servo control performance.

In the IBVS tasks, the relationship between the target object and the visual servo system is usually
represented by four or more feature points. As shown in Eq (4.4), the four feature points in this study
correspond to the eight parameters in the image deviation weight matrix Rs. At the same time, the
6-DOF manipulator corresponds to six parameters in the weight matrix Ru. Then, there are fourteen
parameters of the weight matrices that need to be set in the MPC-based IBVS method. Although these
fourteen parameters can be given artificially through trial and error, it is possible to complete the visual
servo task, but finding the optimal weight matrix parameters requires a lot of work, which is impossible
in practical applications. The proposed method can get better weight matrix parameters with a certain
number of training sets in less than one hour, improve the servo efficiency and accuracy and effectively
improve the control quality.

The evaluation results of the above simulation experiments are shown in Table 2, which
demonstrates that compared with the traditional MPC-based IBVS method, the DDPG-MPC IBVS
method can complete the constrained visual servo task with higher control quality.

Table 2. The evaluation results of different MPC-based IBVS methods.

Initial state Control method DDPG-MPC-IBVS MPC-IBVS-A MPC-IBVS-B

p1

Settling time (s) 5.24 9.98 8.13

Image deviation (pixels) 4.98 10.21 10.5

Control overshoot 12% 20% 19%

p2

Settling time (s) 4.89 8.07 10.1

Image deviation (pixels) 5.1 11.26 11.18

Control overshoot 12% 18% 20%

4.2. Comparison with the Q-learning-MPC IVBS method

In this part, the results of the comparative simulation between the DDPG-MPC IBVS method and
the Q-Learning-MPC IBVS method are analyzed. Q-learning is an extremely important RL algorithm,
and Q(s, a) is the benefit obtained by taking action a in a certain state s. The environment will provide
feedback on the corresponding reward according to the action reward, so the main idea of the Q-
learning algorithm is to build a Q-table with states and actions to store Q-values and then select the
action that can obtain the maximum gain according to the Q-values. In the simulation of this study, the
Q-learning algorithm is composed of a low-latitude Q-table. The objective function weight matrix is
discretely tuned by the Q-learning algorithm.
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Figure 5. Comparative simulation results of different RL algorithm IBVS methods.

In the comparison experiments, the desired coordinates of the feature points are the same as in
the previous section, and the initial coordinates of the feature points are p1. From Figure 5(a),(b) we
find that both the DDPG-MPC IBVS method and the Q-learning-MPC IBVS method can cope well
with the system constraints. From Figure 5(d),(e), it can be observed that DDPG-MPC IBVS has a
faster servo deviation convergence speed than the Q-Learning-MPC IBVS method, at 5 s versus 7 s,
respectively. Furthermore, the deviation response curve based on DDPG-MPC IBVS is smoother. This
is because the action set of Q-learning is discrete. In contrast, DDPG trains and corrects continuous
visual servo actions through continuous network functions. Therefore, the DDPG algorithm tunes
the more appropriate weight matrix of the objective function, so as to achieve a better visual servo
control. As shown in Figure 5(c), the cumulative rewards of the two RL methods increase with the
increase of rounds. However, the final cumulative rewards of the DDPG algorithm are higher than
that of the Q-learning algorithm, which indicates that the DDPG algorithm has achieved better training
results. This means that the DDPG-IBVS method can adjust more suitable weight matrix parameters,
which leads to better visual servo control performance. The changes of the camera velocity V =[
vx, vy, vz,wx,wy,wz

]T
∈ R6×1 of the two methods are shown in Figure 5(f). The camera velocities

do not fluctuate too much under the two methods, which means that the response processes are both
smooth.

To describe the effectiveness of the proposed method more vividly, we quantitatively analyze the
visual servo control effect for the model prediction control rectified by two different reinforcement
learning algorithms. As seen from Table 3, after 30 random experiments, both methods can complete
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Table 3. The evaluation results of different RL-MPC IBVS methods.

Control method DDPG-MPC IBVS Q-learning-MPC IBVS

Success rate 100% 100%
Average overshoot 12% 14%
Average settling time (s) 5.12 7.39
Average image deviation (pixels) 5.06 5.2

the constrained visual servo task with a high success rate and similar average image deviation.
However, the DDPG-MPC IBVS method always has a faster convergence speed.

In conclusion, the proposed method has faster servo efficiency and better control quality compared
to the existing IBVS methods. The proposed method can effectively perform visual servo tasks.

5. Conclusions

In visual servoing, system constraints contain visibility constraints, and actuator constraints must
be considered. To solve the constrained visual servo problem, a model predictive control IBVS method
tuned by RL is proposed in this study. First, a depth-independent Jacobian matrix is established as
the predictive model, and the optimal control input is found by minimizing the cost function of the
predictive error. Different from traditional model predictive control methods, the weight matrix of the
objective function is adjusted offline by the DDPG algorithm. Appropriate states, rewards and actions
are defined in the training progress. Then, the accumulated rewards converge to specific values, which
means that the DDPG algorithm has successfully learned the appropriate weight matrix parameters.
Finally, in simulation experiments of a 6-DOF manipulator, the control effect of the proposed method
is compared and analyzed with other visual servo control methods, and we find that the proposed
method has better performance. In future work, we plan to explore the delayed visual servo control
strategies caused by low-quality visual signals. We will design a predictive control IBVS method
based on a time-delay predictive model, to improve the control stability of visual servo systems with
time delay.
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